I am writing to let you know I’m extremely concerned with all that’s going on right now concerning gender identity and the LGBTQ, etc. They want people to think they’re being discriminated against, but - if anything - I feel like conservatives, the right, and Christians are being persecuted and discriminated against.

I received an e-mail that said we were to give public comments, so here are mine:
Please support the Biblical teaching we’ve been given; it’s there for our good and our safety. Why should our taxpayer dollars be used to force religious schools to abandon their Biblical teaching? The First Amendment still stands!
Please do not support any bill that allows biological boys to compete in girls’ sports. God made boys and girls different, obviously. Girls should not have to compete against boys; they are bigger, stronger, and faster. Let guys compete against guys, and let girls compete against girls. After all, to be completely fair, shouldn’t we compare apples to apples? This is basically the same thing. We don’t compare apples to watermelons!
Please do NOT give in to these groups who are trying to destroy our country; all of their anti-God and anti-conservatism is ruining what America has always stood for.
Finally, please stand up for right...even if you stand alone. For far too long, we conservatives have tried to keep the peace and - unfortunately - in so doing, we’ve given the left way too much power. Help us take that power back.
Thank you. May God guide you, and grant you wisdom and courage.
Sincerely, Lisa Miller